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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/18/2024

Description 2021 Jayco North Point 382FLRB, Jayco North Point fifth wheel 382FLRB
highlights: Fireplace Three TV's Bath and a Half Master Suite Front Living Area
Outside Kitchen You won't believe all that this fifth wheel has to offer from the
industry's first front living area with opposing hide-a-bed sofas and a theater seat
across from the entertainment center with a fireplace and a 50" TV to the outside
kitchen, the two awnings, and the tailgate TV option! The coffee lover of the group
will enjoy using the coffee bar and the kitchen island gives you more space to
prep your meals, and if you add the dishwasher option then your cleanup will be a
breeze, plus the kitchen also has a 32" TV by the pantry and a half bathroom. The
master suite has a queen bed, two wardrobes, and a bench in between them for
your convenience, as well as access to the full rear bathroom which has a shower
with a seat, a washer and dryer prepped area, and a dual sink vanity for two to get
ready at once with lots of counter space! These Jayco North Point fifth wheels
offer sleeping spaces and luxurious features to accommodate all types and sizes
of groups! You will have generations of family fun with construction features like
the Stronghold VBL aluminum framed, vacuum bond laminated walls and a
Magnum Truss XL6 roof system with a one-piece, seamless DiFlex II material
which is the strongest tested roof in the industry. There are three mandatory
packages to make your traveling experience even better. One of the packages is a
five star handling package which includes Dexter axles with Nev-R-Adjust brakes,
Dexter heavy-duty shackles with wet bolt fasteners and bronze bushings to resist
the wear and tear of towing, Goodyear beast tires, a MORryde rubberized
suspension system, and a MORryde pin box so you can travel forward, backward,
and side-to-side for a smoother tow. Come choose your favorite model today!
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Basic information Year: 2021
Stock Number: 87108A
VIN Number: 1UJCJ0BV1M1LF0204
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 43
GVW: 16995
Sleeps: 6
Slideouts: 5

Item address , Jacksonville, Florida, United States
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